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Summary 
 This project is part of an on-going, multi-year effort to systematically update and improve the SCEC 
Community Fault Model (CFM). Since 2011 and working in close collaboration with Andreas Plesch, 
John Shaw, Egill Hauksson and Chris Sorlien, we continue to make steady and significant improvements 
to the SCEC CFM and its associated fault database [Nicholson et al., 2014; Plesch et al., 2014]. These 
improvements include new, more detailed and complex 3D representations of major active faults 
(Fig.1), more detailed fault surface trace data, and a new hierarchical naming and numbering scheme for 
CFM that allows for closer links to the USGS Quaternary fault (Qfault) database. In 2012, CFM-v4 
underwent formal review and ranking of fault models; however, many faults from CFM-v3 still needed 
to be re-registered to the more detailed Qfault surface traces and, together with recent relocated 
hypocenters, required newer, more complex and realistic 3D fault models for CFM. In 2014, the formal 
ranked CFM-v4 and its rectilinear version were released, along with an initial CFM-v5. In addition to 
continuing to update older fault models, many new faults were added to CFM-v5 that were not 
represented in any previous model versions. This included faults in the onshore Santa Maria basin, 
Eastern & Western Transverse Ranges, Mojave, various offshore fault systems, and faults within the 
designated San Gorgonio Pass & Ventura Special Fault Study Areas. The net result is that CFM-v5 now 
contains 90 separate fault zones or fault systems defined by over 300 individual named faults, with 325 
new, updated, or revised fault models added to CFM since CFM-v3 (Fig.1)[Nicholson et al., 2014]. 

 
 
 

Figure 1. Oblique 3D view looking NE of CFM-v5 fault models, plus updated surface traces (red/yellow 
lines), and relocated seismicity (blue dots) [Nicholson et al., 2014; Plesch et al., 2014]. CFM-v5 improvements 
include 190 new, updated or revised 3D fault models or alternative representations added to CFM since the 
release of CFM-v4, or a total of 325 new or updated faults (orange to yellow surfaces) added to CFM since 
2011 and the remaining CFM-v3 fault models (green surfaces). Seismicity from Hauksson et al. [2012].   
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 Many aspects of seismic hazard evaluation, including developing credible earthquake rupture 
scenarios, predicting strong ground motion, modeling geodetic and geologic fault slip rates, or the 
mechanical behavior of faults are all strongly dependent on accurately resolving the 3D geometry of 
active faults at seismogenic depths [Herbert and Cooke, 2012; Lindsey et al., 2012, Oglesby and Mai, 
2012; Shi et al., 2012; Lozos et al., 2013; Trugman and Dunham, 2013; Fattaruso et al., 2014; Marshall 
et al., 2013, 2014; Shi, 2014]. A considerable effort within SCEC has thus been focused on developing, 
updating and improving the SCEC 3D Community Fault Model (CFM) [Plesch et al., 2007, 2010, 2014; 
Nicholson et al., 2011; 2012; 2013; 2014]. Such efforts to improve CFM are fundamental to SCEC’s 
primary research objectives if we are to better understand aspects of fault kinematics, and accurately 
characterize the seismic behavior, dynamic rupture, strain accumulation and stress evolution of major 
mapped fault systems. Having accurate and realistic 3D models of subsurface fault geometry is also 
particularly important when investigating the likelihood of large, multi-fault mega-ruptures in southern 
California, and resolving the effects of fault roughness and fault complexity. 
 Thus, as part of our on-going group efforts to expand, update and improve CFM, new 3D fault 
models for major active faults were added to CFM in 2014 (Fig.1). In the onshore Santa Maria basin, 
this included blind and emergent structures such as the Orcutt, Lompoc, Zaca, Los Alamos, Pezzoni-
Casmalia, and Santa Ynez Valley faults. In the offshore Borderland, new or updated faults include the 
Santa Cruz-Catalina Ridge, East Santa Cruz basin, Ferrelo, San Clemente, San Mateo-Carlsbad, San 
Diego Trough, San Pedro Basin, Descanso, Coronado Bank faults & Coronado Bank detachment. In the 
Eastern Transverse Ranges, 3D fault models for the Cleghorn, Tunnel Ridge, Pinto Mountain, Morongo 
Valley, Burnt Mountain-East Wide Canyon, Eureka Peak-West Deception Canyon, and North Frontal 
Thrust faults were added or updated. In the Western Transverse Ranges, new models were developed for 
the faults associated with the Southern Frontal fault system (Raymond, Hollywood, Santa Monica, 
Malibu Coast, Santa Cruz Island, Santa Rosa Island) and the Upper Santa Ana Valley (San Jose, Upland, 
Walnut Creek, Indian Hill), as well as the Verdugo and Eagle Rock faults. In the Mojave area, new or 
updated faults include the Lenwood-Lockhart, Helendale-South Lockhart, Pipes Canyon, Barstow trend, 
Camp Rock, Emerson, Copper Mountain, and faults involved in the Landers and Hector Mine ruptures 
among others. New or updated CFM fault models were also developed for the Imperial, Dixieland, and 
West Mesa faults in the Salton Trough, and the Kern Canyon fault in the Great Valley area (Fig.1). 
 For 2014, specific efforts to improve CFM also focused on developing updated fault sets for the 
Ventura and San Gorgonio Pass Special Fault Study Areas (SFSA's). In the Ventura-Santa Barbara area, 
new 3D models include a substantially revised set of alternative representations for the North Channel, 
Pitas Point, Ventura, Red Mountain, Arroyo Parida-Mission Ridge, Santa Ynez, San Cayetano, Oak 
Ridge and Simi-Santa Rosa faults (Fig.2). In the San Gorgonio Pass area, parts of the Crafton Hills 
complex and other new cross faults near San Bernardino were added, in addition to the Cleghorn and 
North Frontal Thrust faults. Finally, we attempted to define several new detachment surfaces at mid and 
deep crustal levels beneath the San Jacinto and San Bernardino Mountains, as part of the San Gorgonio 
Pass SFSA (Fig.3). The net result is that CFM-v5 now contains 90 separate fault zones or fault systems 
defined by over 300 individual named faults, and 625 primary or alternative fault representations, with 
190 new, updated or revised models added to CFM since the release of CFM-v4 [Nicholson et al, 2014]. 
 The advantage of these new models is that they allow for more variability in dip along strike and 
with depth, are more consistent with alignments of relocated hypocenters and focal mechanism nodal 
planes, and have a higher concentration of hypocenters within close proximity (±1 km) of the modeled 
3D slip surface [Hauksson, 2012; Hauksson et al., 2013] than previous CFM-v3 fault models (Fig.1). 
The new 3D fault models also help characterize a more detailed and complex pattern of fault interactions 
at depth between various fault sets and linked fault systems, and may thus help to explain some of the 
more enigmatic fault behavior that is otherwise difficult to understand. 
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 For example, Figure 3 shows an oblique 3D view of updated CFM-v5 fault representations along the 
San Andreas fault (SAF) through San Gorgonio Pass (SGP) [Nicholson et al., 2013, 2014; Plesch et al., 
2014]. This model is characterized by an active, through-going, steeply dipping SAF/Banning fault 
strand, as well as active strands and down-dip splays of the Banning, Garnet Hill, Mission Creek, Mill 
Creek, North Palm Springs, and San Gorgonio Pass thrust faults (Fig.4). These new 3D fault models 
have already proven useful to modeling dynamic earthquake rupture along the San Andreas fault 
through the pass [Shi, 2014], as well as providing a better match to the observed uplift patterns and 
topography in the Coachella Valley [Fattaruso and Cooke, 2012]. Furthermore, these additional 
secondary faults, such as the cross faults in the Crafton Hills complex, blind cross faults near San 
Bernardino, the blind en echelon oblique faults at depth below SGP (like the Palm Springs fault), and 
other faults including detachments at mid and deep crustal levels can strongly influence the seismic 
behavior, rupture initiation points, and fault slip rates along the San Andreas fault itself [e.g., Nicholson 
et al., 1986; 2012; Nicholson, 1996; Herbert and Cooke, 2012]. 

 

Figure 2. Oblique 3D views looking East of updated faults in the Ventura-Santa Barbara area relative to relocated 
seismicity (dots) [Plesch et al., 2014]. (left) CFM-v5 models with midcrustal detachment from Hubbard et al [2014] 
for Pitas Point, Ventura, Red Mountain, Lion, San Cayetano, and South San Cayetano faults. (right) Updated CFM-
v5 models without mid-crustal detachment and slightly steeper dips for the Pitas Point, North Channel, Red 
Mountain, Arroya Parida-Mission Ridge, San Cayetano and Santa Ynez faults [Kamerling et al., 2003; Nicholson et 
al., 2014]. The updated Oak Ridge fault (ORF) is also now a contiguous surface at depth from onshore to offshore. 
 

Figure 3. Oblique view looking 
NW of CFM-v5 fault models for 
the San Andreas fault system 
through San Gorgonio Pass (SGP)  
[Nicholson et al., 2014; Plesch et 
al., 2014]. The presence of the 
through-going Banning fault strand 
at depth increases the possibility of 
dynamic rupture through SGP [Shi 
et al., 2012; Shi, 2014], while the 
Crafton Hills complex affects SAF 
slip rates [Herbert, 2012]. New 
CFM faults for 2014 include parts 
of the Crafton Hills complex & 
other blind cross faults, additional 
blind oblique en echelon faults, 
North Frontal thrust & Cleghorn 
faults, and mid- and deep-crustal 
detachments below the San Jacinto 
and San Bernardino Mountains. 
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 Both San Gorgonio Pass and Ventura-Santa Barbara have been targeted for integrated, multi-
disciplinary investigations as part of the SCEC Special Fault Study Area program [Yule et al., 2012; 
Dolan et al., 2012]. Knowing the subsurface geometry of active faults in these areas is critical for 
properly modeling seismic rupture or extrapolating near-surface observations to depth and is particularly 
important in such complex areas where principal slip surfaces can be multi-stranded, exhibit significant 
non-planar fault geometry, and intersect or link up with other adjacent major faults. These Special Fault 
Study Areas (SFSA) thus need updated, detailed 3D fault models as a basis for integrating, evaluating, 
and modeling the results of these various SFSA investigations. In SGP and Ventura, significant progress 
has been made already on the development of these important, critical 3D fault models and alternative 
representations for CFM (e.g., Figs.2&3), however, these studies and fault models are not yet complete. 
 For example, Figure 2 shows two sets of alternative interpretations and fault models in CFM-v5 for 
the Ventura SFSA. The set on the left is from the Harvard group and is based mostly on modeling fault-
related fold geometry and well data in the onshore Ventura basin [Hubbard et al, 2014]. The set on the 
right is largely from the UCSB group and based mostly on mapping shallow fault surfaces with industry 
seismic reflection and well data, and combining this with relocated seismicity in the offshore Santa 
Barbara Channel [Kamerling et al., 2003; Nicholson and Kamerling, 1998; Sorlien et al., 2012, 2014]. 
The major difference between these alternative interpretations is the degree to which N-dipping faults, 
like the Pitas Point, Ventura and Red Mountain faults that merge at depth, are offset by a near-flat 
detachment. Geologic evidence for such detachments, or potential slip surfaces, is provided by the 
presence of the mechanically weak Rincon Shale and other shale layers in younger strata. These 
mechanically weak layers have facilitated gravity sliding towards the basin from surrounding uplifted 
areas and subsequent development of significant non-planar 3D fault geometry [Nicholson et al., 2007]. 
In places, these layers are imaged as forming the basal thrust into which some lift-off folds and S-
dipping faults, like the Sisar and Padre Juan faults may sole [Yeats et al., 1998; Kamerling et al., 2003].   
 These two sets of alternative interpretations for the Ventura basin faults still need to be further tested 
and evaluated with seismicity, geodetic strain data & fault slip rates, or by mechanical modeling [e.g., 
Marshall et al., 2014] to see which set best fits the observations and patterns of deformation. They also 
need to be further updated, refined, and extended, as they are currently incomplete. CFM-v5 models for 
the Ventura-Pitas Point, North Channel and Red Mountain faults only extend west to Coal Oil Point near 
UCSB. Recent mapping with industry multi-channel seismic reflection data documents, however, that 
these active fault structures extend past Pt. Conception, a distance of over 120 km [Sorlien et al., 2014].  

Figure 4. Cross section view 
looking NW along the Banning 
& Garnet Hill CFM fault strands  
[Nicholson et al., 2014]. The 
faults can remain steeply dipping 
and subparallel to depths >10 km 
(model 1), they can splay down-
dip (model 2), or do both to 
merge and interact with faults 
involved in the 1986 North Palm 
Spings sequence (e.g., model 3) 
[Nicholson et al., 2010]. (inset) 
Similar cross section showing 
hypocenters & focal mechanisms 
that define the North Palm 
Springs fault (orange) and top 
mid-crustal detachment (green). 
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 Even major active faults, like the southern San Andreas fault, may need to be further updated and 
revised as the results from various, more detailed datasets, like the Salton Sea Imaging Project (SSIP), 
become available. For example, in CFM-v5, two, closely-spaced adjacent fault systems are mapped and 
modeled in the Coachella Valley, a near-vertical Southern San Andreas fault (SSAF) and a moderately 
NE-dipping Mecca Hills-Hidden Springs fault (MH-HSF) (Fig.5). The primary basis for this modeling 
is: 1) their separate known mapped surface traces, 2) their distinctly separate displacement histories, and 
3) their earthquake populations at depth that define distinctly separate near-vertical and NE-dipping fault 
surfaces with their hypocenter and focal mechanism nodal plane alignments (Fig.5). A recent SSIP fault-
crossing profile does image the complete geometry of the MH-HSF as modeled in CFM, however, no 
similar fault-plane reflections were found associated with the mapped SSAF surface trace [Fuis et al., 
2014]. It is reassuring, however, that recent SSIP results in the northern Coachella Valley confirm that 
the Banning and Garnet Hill faults are indeed steeply dipping & sub-parallel to 8-10 km [Fuis et al., 
2014], and separate from the North Palm Springs fault, as modeled in CFM since 2011 (e.g., Fig.4). 

 
 In addition, Andreas and I continue to develop and expand the associated CFM fault database to 
accommodate the increasing variety and complexity of multi-stranded principal slip surfaces, adjacent 
secondary faults, and alternative fault representations that have been or will be developed for CFM. This 
hierarchical naming and numbering scheme allows for more flexible database searches and grouping 
related faults under a higher-level fault system (e.g., Southern Frontal fault system for the Raymond, 
Hollywood, Santa Monica, and Malibu Coast faults) to help facilitate identification of potentially larger 
earthquake ruptures between such kinematically linked, and geometrically similar fault segments. 
 Outreach activities associated with this project include on-going presentations to various local civic 
groups on earthquake and tsunami hazards in the Santa Barbara and Ventura areas; various radio, TV, 
and newspaper interviews as requested, as well as invited talks organized by local Emergency Response 
Teams or County Office of Emergency Services in preparation for the annual California Earthquake 
ShakeOut drill. In 2014, this included participation in the Ojai Chautauqua Panel Discussion as an 
invited speaker on the hazards associated with hydro-fracturing (fracking) and fluid waste disposal. 
These outreach activities help instruct people on how to better prepare for, respond, or mitigate the risks 
from potential induced earthquakes, or from more local or regional earthquake and tsunami hazards. As 
part of these outreach efforts, this project also helped generate a composite regional geologic cross 
section across the Western Transverse Ranges that formed the basis for a department wall mural [Iwerks, 
2013], and together with various 3D CFM products of active faults in southern California, helped 
develop additional digital classroom and outreach visual aids. 

Figure 5. (top) Map view looking NE of the near-vertical Southern San 
Andreas and adjacent, subparallel NE-dipping Mecca Hills-Hidden 
Springs fault systems. Earthquakes at depth associated with each separate 
fault system are highlighted as orange and yellow spheres, respectively. 
(right) Cross section 3D view looking NW along these two separate near-
vertical and NE-dipping fault systems [Nicholson et al., 2014]. The 
separate mapped faults and earthquake hypocenter and nodal plane 
alignments are consistent with two distinct adjacent fault systems, similar 
to other fault system pairs found elsewhere (e.g., Laguna Salada-Sierra 
Cucapah, Banning-North Palm Springs, and San Andreas-Loma Prieta). 
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